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“Fujisan”, a world's cultural heritage  

Mihonomatsubara, in Shizuoka Pref.  



写真提供：毎日新聞社 名取市仙台空港東側北釜地区 

The Great East Japan Earthquake 

Sendai 
Airport 

2011.3.11 



The Large tsunami entirely destroyed houses 
and coastal forests. 



Everything is disappeared ・・・ 

Natori City in Miyagi Prefecture 



The Japanese learnt that  

 “damages from natural disasters could be  

 decreased, however not prevented entirely”.  
 

 

We are placed to shift our idea of 

“disaster prevention” 

                  to 

“weakening disaster”  



Broken stems 
The types of damage 



Push over  



Uproot and wash away 



Aomori Prefecture  

Coastal forests’ contributions to mitigate the 
tsunami disaster  
  ・reducing tsunami power 

  ・slowing the speed to arrive on land  

  ・capturing driftage  

Weakening tsunami energy 



70 m 200 m 

Ships etc. 

Capturing driftage 

Google 



Hachinohe City  

Aomori Prefecture  

Capturing driftage 



History of coastal forest in Japan 

Nijino-Matsubara, Karatsu City in Saga Pref. 

Coastal forests prevent damages from salt breeze and sand shifts. 



    Coastal forests in Japan are almost designated 
as protection forests: 

     - for wind break        - for fog prevention 

       - for tide water prevention 

       - for shifting sand control 

    Most of them are artificial forests and were 
planted mainly to prevent damages from sand 
shifts after the 17th century.  

     However, nowadays in Japan there are not 
many damages caused by sand shifts, and why is 
that?  



Sand shifting disasters 
                                                                                  Yamagata Prefecture 1933 

庄内森林管理所提供 全国植樹祭60周年記念写真集（国土緑化推進機構）より 



Formations of sand coast and sand dune 

Sediment yield in 
mountainous area  

Sand discharge to 
sea  

Littoral transport  

High wave Sand shift  

Tidal plat  

Sand spit  

Sand dune  

Lake  

Wet land  

Wind  
Sediment transport  

Delta  
Estuary closing  

Japanese mountainous districts 
heavily yielded debris and sediments 
in the 17th  to 19th century. 

Surface erosion  

Debris slide  

Alluvial plain 

Sand shift 

Debris and 
stone  

Fun  



                         Forest and Agriculture  
 

Community Forests 

  (SATOYAMA)                              Farm Land 

  Timber                       (SATOCHI)            

  Fuel                  

  Food      

  Feed                    Paddy Fields 

  Fertilizer                 

  Water              

  

↑ →  →  →  →  → 

→  →  Farmers   ← Food 



Okayama Prefecture 

Forests were deteriorated in the past. 

A history of Japanese forests 



Devastated mountainsides in the past（Okayama Prefecture） 
① 



 Many of the forests were deteriorated, though not totally 
destroyed (Okayama Prefecture). 

② 



Community forests were deteriorated in the past. 
There were no forests in the headwater areas in 
Tokyo. 



Riverbeds were filled with sand 
(Okayama Prefecture). 

There are no rivers in Japan at present that are filled with sand as they used to be in 
the past. 



No dense forests are found in 
Hiroshige’s UKIYOEs. 



Only pine trees can be seen in mountain sides. 





Shogun Iemochi’s procession 
on its way to Kyoto 

Pines were the only plants that 
grew in mountains along the 
Tokaido 



Neither were there any healthy community forests in 
mountains spreading beyond the Shirakami Highlands. 

Landscape around the Anmon 
Waterfalls (Anmon Sansuikan) by 
Hirata Rosen 



Fuel wood transportation through river 



Fuel woods  



 The deterioration of community forests (SATOYAMA) 
in Japan  started with the rise of cities in the ancient 
period. 
 

 The population increase from the Warring States 
period to the Edo period  accelerated forest 
deterioration across the country. 
 

 Devastation in SATOYAMA area was particularly 
serious during the Edo period; promotion of 
afforestation for flood control by Confucian scholars. 

History of Japanese Forests （１） 



SATO-
YAMA 

Picture① Picture② 

SATOYAMA 
was 
devastated. 

Devastated 
mountainsides Cities 

Farm land 

Glass land, burnt fields 

Natural forests 

Fuel-wood  forests 

Timber forests Artificial 
forests 

A.D. 

Area 

Forest areas 

Good forests occupied less than half of land 
for more than 300 years. 

History of forest exploitation and other forms of land use in Japan 

Compiled based on 
Yorimitsu (1984) 

Edo era 



This is SATO-YAMA. 

This situation was continuing until 1950’s.  

④ 

Devastated area was SATOYAMA area. 



Scars of debris slides by heavy rain after 
the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923 

Tanzawa, Kanagawa Prefecture 

関東大震災後の崩壊地調査（神奈川県所蔵） 



Land conservation projects in Edo-era 
 

   -River improvement 

   -Torrent works                   -Check dam works 

   -Hillside works                   -Wall works 

   -Prohibiting to harvest forest products such as wood 

    and tree roots 

   -Recommending people to plant trees 

   -Rudimentary protection forest system 

National land conservation 
works and forest recovery 



-Constructing coastal disaster-prevention forests   
      (planting black pain trees ) 
 
 

       For coastal lands, people planted trees to construct 
coastal forests which aimed to prevent damages from 
sand shifts.  

     And the only canopy tree, which was able to grow on 
sand dunes of coast land was  

the black pine.  
 

     Grown up coastal black pine forests are used as 

                                   SATOYAMA. 

(continue) 



Forest 
deterioration in 
Japan reached at 
its peak in Meiji-era. 
 

Land use in Japan  

       circa 1900 

 
Farm land  16.75％ 
 
Forest     65.48％ 
 
Urban・Road・Railway 
           4.13％ 
Others  13.64％ 
（Rough land10.68％, 
Gravel  0.56％） 



In the middle of Meiji-era, the Meiji government 
enacted ： 

          the Forest Law   １８９７ 

          the River Law   １８９６ 

          the Sabo Law   １８９７ 
 

        The Forest Law （１８９７） 

        ・Protection forest system 

        ・Forest conservation project (1911～) 



The Protection Forest System in Japan 

 Framework of Protection Forest System: 
 Designation : Specific forests,expected to maintain and improve pubic benefit 

functions, are designated by the Minister of MAFF or the  local prefectural 

governor. 

Incentives : a Various incentives are prepared depending on degrees of 

restrictions. 

       Restrictions:Certain activities are restricted to maintain the public benefit 

function of the forests. 

Improvement of functions: Implementation of Forest Conservation Project etc. 

Type of Protection Forest  
Headwater conservation     Soil run-off prevention 

Landslide prevention        Shifting sand control       Wind breaks 

Flood damage prevention     Tidal wave and salty wind prevention 

Drought prevention          Snow drift prevention       Fog prevention 

Snow avalanche prevention     Rock fall prevention 

Fire protection              Fish breeding            Navigation landmark  

Public health               Scenic site conservation  



（愛知県、2000） 

Modern Hillside Works in Aichi Prefecture  



Modern Hillside Works in Aichi Prefecture  



Forest Conservation Project 

Forest Conservation Project  
 Rehabilitation and conservation of devastated forest and torrent 
 Establishment of disaster prevention forest 
 Protection forest improvement work 
 Land slides prevention work    

Before construction Immediately after construction 

3 years after construction 
before construction 

12 years after construction 
before construction 



Niigata Pref., 1927 

Bush hedge  for formation of artificial sand dune 



 Akita City, 1932 

Niigata Pref., 1958 

Bush hedge  for taking care of young plants 



 
 

Artificial 
Natural 

● Since the past half century, the amount of forests have increased double. 

Volume 

(million m3) 

Japanese Forest  －Change of Stock－ 



Change in erosion and sediment transport: 
        +Surface erosion disappears 

        +Debris slides decrease 

        +Sediment yield decreases 

              Measures to prevent bedrock slides 

              Measures to prevent river-bed erosion and coastal  

         erosion 

              Comprehensive sediment control for sediment 

         drainage systems 

              (drainage basin to address sediment) 



Debris slide (surface failure) 

Bed rock slide 
(deep-seated slide) 

Two Types  of  Landslide 



Forest 

・ Landslide area rates decrease after 20 years 
   

・No difference  with artificial forest／natural forest 

artificial forest 

natural forest 

Landslide 
area rate Landslide area rate with forest age 



        <Primary cause >   <Type of sediment disasters damage> 

                           

(Streambeds)  

 

(Slopes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Debris flows 

Bank erosion  

Gullies 

Rills 

Debris slides Landslides 

Landslides 
Rock falls 

Creeping 

Denudation 

Bedrock slides Groundwater 

Surface flow 

Precipitation 
(Snowmelt) 

Wind 

Weathering 
Frost heave 

Avalanches 
Forests are highly effective in  preventing sediment movement 
Forests may be effective in preventing sediment movement under  certain conditions 
Forests may effective in helping stop sediment movement under certain conditions 

□ 
□ 

○ 

○ 

○ 

○ 

Surface erosion 

○ 

Types of sediment related disasters in mountain regions and how forests can prevent them 

(in a wade sense) 

(in a narrow sense) 



Nijino-Matsubara, Karatsu City in Saga Pref. 



      Japanese people considered the coastal forests 
as disaster-prevention forest and community forest, 
and have been managing and conserving them.  

 

      Nowadays, coastal forests are not only for 
preventing disasters but they also have many kinds 
of functions.  

      They are now enjoyed for its beautiful 
land landscape and recreational use.  
      And they also help to sustain the coastal 
ecological system.  

Multi-functions 



Multi-functions of coastal forestｓ  
 

・Prevention of natural disaster 

・Beautiful landscape      ・Relaxation       ・Recreation 

・Conservation of Biodiversity                   ・Forest products 

Former Takata-Mastubara, Rikuzentakata in Iwate Prefecture (in winter) 

                    ・・・a famous scenic spot 



・・・ recreational use 

Former Takata-Mastubara, Rikuzentakata in Iwate Prefecture (in summer) 



Tidal plat  
Sand spit  

Sand dune  
Lake  

Wet land  

Delta  
Estuary closing  

Surface erosion  

Debris slide  

Alluvial plain  

Fun  

Debris flow  

Flooding   

Tsunami   

Hazardous 
region? 

Safer 
region 

Are coastal regions 
originally hazardous? 

High tide  

Salty and strong 
wind  

Sifting sand  

Liquefaction  



      Entering into the 21st century, the 
forests of Japan have recovered 
remarkably. 

      Therefore, people of today  seem to 
have forgotten the important roles of 
coastal forest. 

 

 and this needs to be revised again. 

Thank you ! 


